We present the most precise inclusive measurement of the branching fraction and photon energy spectrum of b → sγ radiative decays up to date. The photon energy distribution is measured for E γ > 1.7 GeV. The measurement is performed by the Belle collaboration using 605 fb −1 of data recorded by the Belle detector at the KEKB collider.
Introduction
Radiative decays of B mesons, where in the final state a hadronic system composed of an s quark is found, have an underlying b → sγ quark process. Within the Standard Model (SM) such flavor changing neutral currents proceed through a loop diagram of Fig. 1 (left) , where X is a charged W ± boson, f is an uplike quark and V f b , V f s are the appropriate elements of the CabibboKobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. As similar rare decays this process is sensitive to possible new processes and yet unobserved particles that could contribute in the loop. Examples include the charged Higgs bosons, X = H ± , f = u, c,t, or charginos, X = χ ± , f =q. The rate induced by such New Physics (NP) processes depends on the corresponding couplings replacing the elements of the CKM matrix. Measurements of the b → sγ branching fraction impose constraints on the parameters of various extensions of the SM. An example is shown in Fig. 1 (middle) where the 95% C.L. exclusion region in the mass of the charged Higgs boson and the Higgs vacuum expectation value is shown. The Br(b → sγ) excludes the charged Higgs boson with M H ± ≤ 300 GeV almost independently of tan β [1] . Furthermore, the shape of the photon spectrum in this process depends on the same non-perturbative QCD parameters as entering the expressions for the rate of semileptonic B meson decays [2] . A precise determination of the E γ distribution can thus help in improving the accuracy of |V cb | and |V ub | determination. In the paper we present a recent measurement [3] of the b → sγ process using the data collected by the Belle detector [4] at the KEKB e + e − collider [5] with an integrated luminosity of 605 fb −1 .
Measurement method
The performed measurement is a fully inclusive one where only a photon arising from the signal B meson is searched for in the detector. The other B meson from the ϒ(4S) is either not used (untagged sample) or a lepton candidate consistent with a semileptonic decay of the tagging B meson is reconstructed (tagged sample). The two reconstructed samples have a similar sensitivity to the Br(B → X s γ) as estimated using the simulation, and are to a large extent statistically independent (typical statistical correlation is found to be around 0.1). Hence the results obtained using the two samples can be averaged, improving the accuracy of the measurement.
The main experimental difficulty in the measurements of B → X s γ is a large amount of background present at low photon energies. Hence the photon spectrum 1 is measured for E γ above a certain lower cut-off value E min γ . A theory based extrapolation associated with theoretical uncertainties is then required to obtain the full branching fraction. It is desirable to use as low value of E min γ as experimentally possible. The simulated γ spectrum of signal and various sources of backgrounds is shown in Fig. 1 (right) . By far the largest background source are photons from hadron decays arising from the continuum production of u, d, s and c quark pairs. At E min γ =1.8 GeV, the lowest cut-off value used so far in the existing measurements, the background from this source is around three orders of magnitude higher than the signal. At even lower value E min γ = 1.7 GeV used in this measurement the signal-to-noise ratio drops by additional 50%. Data recorded at the collision energy around 60 MeV below the ϒ(4S) represents a clean sample of such background photons. The integrated luminosity of this off-resonance data is 68 fb −1 . We subtract the scaled E γ distribution of the off-resonance data from the on-resonance data to obtain the spectrum of γ's from the B meson decays:
where α is the luminosity scale factor including the √ s dependence of the cross-section, C ε is the correction factor taking into account a slight difference in the efficiency of the photon reconstruction between the off-and the on-resonance data, and F E is the correction factor arising from a small difference of the mean energy of photons in the two samples. The second largest source of background are two photon decays of neutral pions and η mesons produced in B meson decays. An explicit veto of γ pairs with an invariant mass consistent with the π 0 or η is used to suppress this type of background. After the selection the signal becomes the largest component of the sample. The remaining fraction of photons from light hadrons is subtracted using E γ distributions obtained from simulation and scaled according to the real data inclusive B → π 0 X and B → ηX control samples. The efficiency of the light hadron veto is determined using a partially reconstructed D 0 → K − π + π 0 data sample. The beam background distribution is obtained from the random trigger events.
Results
After the subtraction of backgrounds, scaled by appropriate factors obtained from the control samples, the measured E γ distribution is corrected for the selection efficiency (∼15% in the untagged and ∼2.5% in the tagged sample). The average of the spectra obtained in the tagged and untagged samples (taking stat. correlations into account) is presented in Fig. 2 (left) .
The branching fraction is calculated by integrating the measured photon spectrum. A few steps are necessary to obtain the Br(B → X s γ) from the raw spectrum: unfolding of the photon energy (calibrated using radiative di-muon events; the average relative resolution on E γ is found to be
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Boštjan Golob around 2%); correcting for the electromagnetic cluster detection efficiency in the electromagnetic calorimeter; correcting for the contribution of b → dγ decays (4.5 ± 0.3%); and finally, boosting E γ into the B meson rest frame. The measured partial branching fraction for photons in the energy interval 1.7 GeV ≤ E γ ≤ 2.8 GeV is
The main systematic uncertainties are due to the B meson backgrounds other than π 0 and η, and the uncertainty of correction factors in the off-resonance data subtraction. These systematic errors can be reduced with a larger available data set.
From the measured E γ spectrum the first and second moments of the distribution are calculated as a function of the E min γ . An example of E γ is shown in Fig. 2 (right) and compared to recent theory calculations [6] .
A naive average of older [7] and the presented measurements, scaled by the Heavy Flavour Averaging Group factors [8] to obtain the branching fraction for E min γ = 1.6 GeV, where the comparison to theoretical predictions is made, results in Br(B → X s γ; E γ ≥ 1.6 GeV) = (3.57± 0.24)·10 −4 . This is in agreement with the expectation within the SM [9] , Br SM (B → X s γ; E γ ≥ 1.6 GeV) = (3.15 ± 0.23) · 10 −4 .
